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Sex is Fun Podcast 2008 Holiday Buyers Guide Every year, the sex educators from the Sex is Fun Podcast test and review thousands of dollars worth of sex toys, products, and services and every year a handful of these products are awarded the highest praise in their 4th annual Holiday Buyers Guide. This year, the staﬀ is limiting their “Best of the Best” awards to only the top five sex products tested in 2008. Download this show from the Sex is Fun Podcast Website



thanks to our sponsors 
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Sex is Fun 2008 Holiday Buyers Guide Kidder’s Top Pick for 2008 Lelo BO, Vibrating Cock Ring: $80 Lelo has always impressed us with some of the best design and engineering we’ve seen in sex products, and the BO is yet another example of Lelo’s commitment to quality. This vibrating cock ring is soft and comfortable for the gentleman wearer and oﬀers extremely powerful vibrations for his lucky partner. Even though the feel of the materials is impressive, it is the simplicity that makes this vibrating cock ring excel beyond previous oﬀerings. Once charged, there are no cables, no power buttons, and no external battery compartments. The entire device is self contained and is significantly smaller than bullet shaped cock ring units allowing lovers to get closer and have deeper penetration. While the incredibly quiet vibrations are great for clitoral stimulation, one should not ignore the benefits of a comfortable cock ring. Larger and firmer erections are likely to be enjoyed by men and women who use this product.



Bottom Line: If you like vibrating clitoral stimulation while having penetrative intercourse, you cannot beat the Lelo BO. 
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Coochie’s Top Pick for 2008 Tantus Feeldoe, Double-Ended Dildo: $150-$180 Double-ended dildos have long been the ultimate erotic toy filling the mind with fantasies of two sex starved women sharing a single dildo. Unfortunately, for many of the purchasers of these products, the double-ended dildo is often more fun in fantasy than in reality. The problem it seems is that a straight shaft with a penis head at both ends makes it incredibly diﬃcult for intimate lovemaking. Users are often required to choose positions where facing each is counteractive to decent penetration. All that has changed with the introduction of the Tantus Feeldoe line of double ended dildos. Instead of a straight shaft, Feeldoes have a bulb that can be easily inserted into a vagina or rectum and held in place by muscle contractions. The bulb is connected at a right angle to a very attractive penis-shaped dildo of various sizes depending on the model. On women, it will appear as though she has a penis and for the very first time, she can have vaginal or anal intercourse with her partner and feel a sense of penetration from the plug inside of her vagina. The Feeldoe line is more than just novel, it is also functional. It is great for pegging, double penetrations, and girl-ongirl action. Many users have restraints extreme it d re c photo reported having vaginal and clitoral orgasms thanks to the clitoral stimulating nubs that are cleverly placed atop the base of the dildo. To add to the stimulation, many of the models oﬀer an insertable vibrator that hides in the base of the bulb. Bottom Line: If you are looking for a double ended dildo, there is no better than the Feeldoe by Tantus. 
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Laura’s Top Pick for 2008 X: The Erotic Treasury By Susie Bright: $35 In the age of web deliverable content and quantity preferred to quality, it is refreshing to touch a book as well crafted as Susie Bright’s latest erotica release. Not only are the stories in this book arousing, haunting, and often breathtaking, the book itself is a work of art. Never before have we seen an erotic book that begs to be touched as much as X: The Erotic Treasury.



Though the slipcase and cover are beautiful, Chronicle Books went well beyond the standard fare and printed the pages on a smooth oﬀwhite stock giving the reader a splendid backdrop to the immaculately typeset stories. If you don’t know Susie Bright, you should probably look for other lodgings than the rock you’ve been living under and buy one of her many absolutely fabulous books, listen to her Audible radio show, or log on to her blog at SusieBright.com. She’s an author, an activist, a lecturer, and a sexual smarty-pants that can make even Laura Rad blush a bit. If you are looking for erotic reading, there are few with more experience at putting together erotic anthologies than Susie. Having spent the last fifteen years editing The Best American Erotica series, this woman knows how to find stories that will spike the pulse of a reader. Bottom Line: If you know someone who appreciates erotic reading, give them this book and it will become a book that they will cherish. 
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Gay Rick’s Top Pick for 2008 The Fleshlight Masturbator Sleeve: $70-$80 When it comes to sex toys for men the pickings are slim unless you want a cock ring or are looking to shove something up your ass. Until now! Here is the Fleshlight masturbator sleeve. Why would you choose to use a masturbator when your hand has never let you down in all of these years? Once you feel how soft and supple these toys are, you’ll understand why we found it so diﬃcult to not have sex with these things.



Made out of phalate free Cyberskin, the Fleshlight feels nearly as good as being inside of a vagina, anus, or mouth. All of which are possible based on which insert you decide is right for you. Once you’ve lubricated yourself and the Fleshlight with your favorite water-based lube, you’ll soon realize that you aren’t masturbating, you are having sex with it and it feels extremely realistic all the way up to your climax which is easily accommodated through the open end. Couples will love this toy as a way to fulfill threesomes fantasies. On days when your own equipment can handle no more, pull out the Fleshlight as your handy assistant that will never complain no matter how hard it gets pounded. Pull the sleeve out of the case and place it under you to give your partner the ultimate anal sex simulation without ever even breaking a sweat. Use it as a super safer sex appliance while you are waiting for the lab results before becoming fluid bonded. The possibilities are endless. Bottom Line: It is easy to clean, easy to fuck and easy to realize why the Fleshlight has become the #1 selling sex toy for men. 
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Lorax’s Top Pick for 2008 Eroscillator Clitoral Stimulator: $70-$80 When it comes to easy clitoral orgasms it is hard to beat a vibrator. They are fast, powerful, and feel so good that many women consider clitoral vibrators to be the smart bomb in their arsenal of sex toys. Sounds great, so what is the downside? Other than being so good at producing easy orgasms that they may make you quite lazy, they do have a tendency to cause temporary nerve desensitization. This means that sometimes you may need to wait a few hours or even a few days before your clitoral sensation comes back enough for you be able to reach climax again from your vibe or your partner. The Erocillator changes everything because it doesn’t vibrate, it oscillates very quickly over the clitoris giving intense stimulation without anywhere near the same degree of desensitization. It feels more like a finger, moving inhumanly fast, back and forth on your clitoris instead of just clumsily bouncing around in all directions like a bullet vibe. To the user this means that she can have more intense orgasms, more frequently without needing to take a long break in between. Because it is so eﬃcient at giving clitoral orgasms while not causing desensitization, the Eroscillator has become one of our favorite foreplay toys. But wait. There’s more! Not only is this toy the best clitoral stimulator we’ve tried, it is also quiet, powerful, well made for longevity, comes with an infinitely long power cord, has tons of attachments, and has a tiny footprint making it extremely easy to use during penetrative love making. Bottom Line: If you are looking for the best clitoral stimulator that currently exists at any price, buy the Eroscillator. 
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Sex is Fun A rational Conversation about Human Sexuality About the Podcast The insanely popular podcast features human sexuality guru, Kidder Kaper, sex educator, Laura Rad, HIV/ AIDS Educator, Gay Rick, and audio engineer, Coochie. The show is sponsored by adult party game developer, GreatSexGames.com, sex toy boutique SmittenKittenOnline.com, fetish superstore, ExtremeRestraints.com, online sex toy reseller, HealthyandActive.com, and the erotic chocolatiers at ChocolatePartyHats.com. Since the release of the first episode back in 2005, the staﬀ has received two Peoples Choice Podcast Awards, been listed as one of the “Top 10 Placed to Find Sex Advice” by ABC News, and become a featured podcast in iTunes Podcast Directory. Over eight-million episodes have been downloaded from the servers at www.SexisFun.net.



Sex is Fun is a property of Frivolous Entertainment Inc. 2233 Hamline Avenue North, Suite 600 Rosevi#e, Minnesota 55113 www.SexisFun.net 
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